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This paper examines AMD EPYC, AMD’s upcoming server system-on-chip (SoC). Many IT
customers purchase dual-socket (2S) servers to acquire more I/O or memory capacity than what is
available on Intel single-socket (1S) server architectures. AMD EPYC’s 1S processing and I/O
resources have the potential to displace 2S server designs for many workloads.
Figure 1: AMD EPYC SoC – seated in socket (left), bottom view (right)

Sources: TIRIAS Research and AMD

History
Multi-processor servers have been around for decades. In the 1980s they were built from many
boards per processor (CPU), then many “single board computers”. Single-chip microprocessors
enabled server designers to put several processor sockets onto one motherboard. These multisocket motherboards were labeled as “n-processor” (nP) where ‘n’ is the number of processors on
the board, such as 1P, 2P, 4P, etc.
Today, a single server socket can host dozens of hardware threads. Multi-socket motherboards are
now labeled as “n-socket” (nS), so a 1S server has one processor socket containing a number of
processor cores, and so on.
Figure 2: AMD EPYC SoC has twice the hardware threads of 2008-era four-socket system

Source: TIRIAS Research
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Multi-core processors entered the mainstream server market a decade ago when AMD introduced
the AMD Opteron Dual Core processor. Multithreaded processors cores, which have extra CPU
resources in each core to run more than one software execution thread at a time, also became
popular during the past decade. Multithreaded, multi-core processors caused an industry shift from
counting processors on motherboards to counting sockets. Counting sockets eliminates confusion
between the number of hardware threads a processor chip can handle and the number of physical
chips seated in sockets on a motherboard.
Over the same period, server-based parallel-programming practices have stalled at a point where
most have eight or fewer software execution threads per application, and few have over 16 threads.
This is true for most mainstream commercial applications. The rise of virtualization is due to
hardware performance evolving at a faster pace than individual software applications could absorb
that increase in hardware performance. In the 2000s, the proliferation of multi-core processors
enabled 4S systems to displace the more expensive 8-socket (8S) market as 4S systems became
more capable. Then, over the past decade, 2S systems took over many workloads from more
expensive 4S systems. 2S systems now define the enterprise-class server mainstream.
A byproduct of continuing to cram more cores and threads into each server processor is that a
single AMD EPYC SoC socket now contains roughly twice the hardware thread execution
resources of a 2008-era dual-threaded, quad-core, 4S server (see Figure 2). That begs the question:
why are 2S systems still the dominant server motherboard form factor? Is there potential to move
mainstream server workloads to 1S infrastructure? And can 1S server be “enterprise class”?

2S or 1S? That is the Question
There are few workloads that generate over 16 simultaneous threads per schedulable task or
process, while most generate no more than eight threads per instance. Most of the workloads that
do generate more than 16 threads per process are “embarrassingly parallel” high performance
computing (HPC) workloads and generate orders of magnitude more threads per instance – they
are better suited to GPU or other offload acceleration than scaling up to higher socket counts.
Most workloads, such as business logic running in virtual machines and cloud microservices
running in containers, could run as fast and economically on a 1S server as they can on a 2S server,
if there was a 1S system available today comparably provisioned to a 2S server with only one
socket populated.
Intel’s server processor feature and pricing segmentation strategy appears designed to preserve its
substantial 2S volume and margins. Due to increasing core counts as well as improvements to the
underlying core and cache architectures, Intel's Xeon "Haswell" generation introduction in late
2014 increased the number of 2S servers shipped with only one socket populated.
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Figure 3 shows that the number of under $3,000 2S servers shipping with only one socket
populated permanently jumped about 20% (from 25% share to over 30% share of the price band)
during the Haswell ramp. In addition, the number of $3,000-$6,000 2S servers shipping with only
one socket populated jumped about 25% as well (from 27% to about 35% share of that price band).
Figure 3: Share of 2S servers shipped with only one socket populated

Source: IDC, 2016

AMD's EPYC architecture has the same kind of core count and architectural uplift, so stands a
good chance of causing the same kind of effect in the marketplace, with the caveat that AMD is
also interested in promoting a native 1S market.
Today, over one-third of 2S capable rack optimized servers ship with only one processor
populated. See Table 1 for detail on the two highest volume 2S server price bands.
Table 1: 2S rack optimized servers shipped with only one processor populated during Q1Q3 2016
Price Band
2S Rack Share One Processor Shipped
$3,000 to $5,999
43%
35%
$6,000 to $9,999
30%
39%
Source: IDC, 2016
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Features
Many 2S servers are purchased today simply to acquire more and different I/O capacity or memory
than what is available on Intel’s 1S server architectures. To add significantly more memory and
PCIe lanes requires adding the second processor. Those designs use the 2S chipset for more or
different I/O (mostly PCIe, NVMe, and/or SATA), not for the second socket’s compute resources.
Most enterprise and hyperscale server buyers will not trade down from Intel’s Xeon E5 enterpriseclass features, such as use of registered DIMMs (RDIMMs), to Xeon E3’s used in 1U servers that
have consumer-PC-derived features, such as unbuffered DIMMs (UDIMMs). The price difference
between buying one Xeon E3 vs. one Xeon E5, with the potential to upgrade to two Xeon E5
processors, is considered a small cost to pay even though the financial cost is actually very high.
In addition, practically no one who buys a 2S server with only one Xeon E5 populated will exercise
the option of installing a second processor at a later time1.
Table 2: EPYC competitive landscape
Vendor
Model
Max Sockets
Core Generation
Core Count per Socket
Thread Count per Socket
Memory Type
Speed (MHz)
R/LRDIMM per Socket (GB)
UDIMM per Socket (GB)
DIMM Size - Max (GB)
Channels
DIMMs per Channel
PCIe Gen 3 Lanes
PCIe Gen 2 Lanes
Integrated SATA3
Integrated NVMe
Integrated USB3/2
Integrated Ethernet
Requires Chipset

Intel
Xeon D 1500
1
Broadwell
4, 8, 12, 16
8, 16, 12, 32
DDR4/DDR3L
2400
128
64
32
2
2
24
8
6
No
4
2 x 10G
No

Intel
Intel
Xeon E3-1200 v5 Xeon E5-2600 v4
1
2
Skylake
Broadwell-EP
4
Up to 22
8
Up to 44
DDR4/DDR3L
DDR4/3DS
2133
2400
N/A
1536
64
N/A
16
128
2
4
2
3
16
40
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
C230
C612

AMD
Epyc
2
Zen
Up to 32
Up to 64
DDR4/3DS
2667
2048
N/A
128
8
2
Up to 128
No
Up to 32
Up to 32
4
No
No

Source: TIRIAS Research

Table 2 shows a side-by-side comparison of AMD EPYC and competitive Intel Xeon products.
All the information in Table 3 is for 1S configurations, although both EPYC and Xeon E5 are dual-

1

Anecdotally and as measured by processor shipment data.
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socket capable. The table clearly shows that AMD EPYC is not only pushing well beyond Xeon
E3 limitations, but also exceeding Xeon E5 v4 integration and features.
For the case where both processor sockets are populated largely for the additional memory capacity
and/or PCIe lanes, not only does this add additional capital expense (CAPEX) from increased
board area, chassis volume, and the second processor, but there is also ongoing operational expense
(OPEX) increases because of additional power consumption of the second processor.
Table 3 shows that Intel is pricing the Xeon D 1S SoC at twice the price of a comparable Xeon E3
processor, but the Xeon E3 requires additional southbridge chip, networking, and I/O support. In
contrast, Intel is pricing the Xeon E5 processor, which also requires additional southbridge chip,
networking, and I/O support, at six times the price of a comparable E3 SKU – for a 2S board with
only one socket populated, an E5 is required for upgradeability (which, as mentioned above, rarely
happens, but is still considered in purchase decisions). With both sockets of a 2S board populated,
Intel’s list price for dual E5 processors is twelve times (12x) the price of a single E3 processor.
Table 3: Intel Xeon model lines list price comparison2
Intel Xeon Representative Multiple of E3 Approximate List
Product Line
SKU
List Price
Price (Mar 2017)
E3
E3-1275V5
1
$325
D

D-1548

2

$650

E5

E5-2667V4

6

$2,000

E7

E7-8867V4

14

$4,600

Source: TIRIAS Research and https://ark.intel.com/

Upgradeability
There are two ways to look at upgradeability:
1. Upgrade the processors in both sockets for clock speed and other architectural
improvements. This technique worked well when each new generation of processor added
substantial performance via clock rate increases and architectural improvements.
Unfortunately, Intel’s current x86 processor core architectures are maturing and Moore’s
Law no longer automatically generates faster clock speeds because of process shrinks. As
a result, performance improvements are often within single digits from one generation to
another. Servers today are typically left in-service until they fail, until they are not
supported, or until they cannot run a specific workload.

2

January 10, 2017 prices are rounded down slightly for ease of comparison.
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2. Start out with only one processor and then add a second to add more capability.
Anecdotally, from talking with many cloud and enterprise IT shops, most servers will never
have their chassis covers opened to upgrade any part of the server. That is true for 2S
servers purchased with only one processor, as well. While adding a second processor was
a reasonable bet two decades ago from an applications software point of view, modern
applications tend to scale-out nicely by adding more inexpensive servers, rather than
buying expensive scale-up servers that are overbuilt for many applications in virtual
machine hosting deployments. It is much easier to scale-out to add capacity these days. If
operators are going to invest the manpower to open a server rack and pull out a chassis –
they might as well replace the whole chassis than trying to install an additional CPU,
heatsink, and more memory.

AMD’s New Server Architecture and Design
AMD’s EPYC SoC is designed to address the latent 1S server demand that Intel has pushed to
expensive and unnecessary 2U servers, as well as high-performance 2U server demands.
A EPYC SoC can directly connect up to 32 SATA or NVMe devices. Configuration of EPYC’s
PCIe Gen3 lanes as NVMe, SATA, or 2S socket interconnect is determined when a motherboard
is designed. In a 2S configuration, EPYC’s system memory capacity doubles to 2/4TB of memory
(RDIMM/LRDIMM), but system I/O is identical to a 1S solution – half of the I/O lanes are used
for high-speed links between the two SoC sockets.
Figure 4: AMD EPYC 1S development board (left) and 2S pre-production board (right)

Source: TIRIAS Research
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Economics
There are two economic components to server ownership: CAPEX and OPEX. CAPEX is the
buyer’s price for a complete server, while OPEX is dominated by the server’s power consumption
and management overhead costs.
Generalizing a comparison between 1S and 2S economics is somewhat fuzzy. The features that
dominate the comparison are listed in Table 4.
Table 4: CAPEX and OPEX contributions to differences in 1S and 2S server ownership
Processor
Motherboard
Power supply
Data center density

CAPEX
Pricing
Pricing
Pricing

OPEX
Power consumption
Power consumption
Opportunity cost

Source: TIRIAS Research

There is also an OPEX software licensing component, but that is extremely difficult to generalize
across a wide range of applications.
We estimate $200 to $300 increase in pricing between typical 1S and 2S motherboards (due to
additional components, increased board costs, etc.) – close to the difference in single processor
pricing between Xeon E3 and Xeon E5. This price difference is nominal for a larger and more
complex board design, and for support components (power regulators, socket, etc.) required for
the second processor or SoC socket.
Additionally, a higher capacity, and therefore more expensive power supply, is used in 2S designs
to power the additional processor and support components, even if the second processor socket is
never populated.
While the additional 2S motherboard components figure into an increase in power consumption,
here again, processor power consumption dwarfs the rest of the motherboard components. Intel’s
1S Xeon E3 series power consumption specifications range from 25W to 80W, and Xeon D power
consumption specifications range from 45W to 60W. Intel’s 2S Xeon E5 series power
consumption ranges from 50W to 145W.3 For comparison, DIMM slots are configured for 7.5W
power consumption, so four DIMMs may consume up to 30W and eight may consume up to 60W.

3

Specifications for Intel products were obtained from https://ark.intel.com/
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However, the motherboard price differential is dwarfed by today’s approximately $600 to over
$1000 price difference moving from an Intel 1S Xeon E3 series processor to a 2S Xeon E5 series
processor. EPYC SoCs that fit in a 2S system will also fit into 1S systems – without diluting per
socket capabilities or functionality at any design point (see Table 2).

Memory and I/O Scaling
Each EPYC SoC will have the same memory bandwidth and capacity, whether in a 1S or 2S
design. This will dramatically impact system designers’ ability to create performant 1S systems,
as Intel segments their 1S and 2S product lines by restricting 1S memory bandwidth and capacity,
which has the effect of “upselling” customers to 2S designs.
Scaling EPYC from 1S to 2S does consume some I/O lanes. A EPYC 2S design uses half of each
SoC’s high speed I/O lanes to connect to the other SoC socket. But both the 1S and 2S EPYC
motherboards support the same number of PCIe lanes.
From Table 2, note the limited memory capacity of both Xeon D and Xeon E3, and that Xeon E3
does not support server standard RDIMMs.

Conclusion
AMD’s EPYC architecture will enable uniquely capable 1S server solutions. TIRIAS Research
believes that economics, coupled with memory and I/O scaling, are sufficient justification for data
center customers to adopt 1S designs in volume, as AMD’s EPYC SoC credibly addresses the
majority of 1S architectural and economic objections.
In other words, we believe that buying overprovisioned 2S servers will be throwing money away
once EPYC 1S servers are generally available. This is the same kind of transition the server market
experienced after AMD shipped the dual-core AMD Opteron and Intel responded in-kind, which
caused 8S and higher system sales to collapse into the 4S segment. Since then, public cloud
providers have almost completely ignored 4S servers in favor of 2S configurations in their metalas-a-service (MaaS), infrastructure-as-a-service (IaaS), and platform-as-a-service (PaaS) product
offerings.
From a software development perspective, developing for EPYC 1S solutions is no different than
developing for any other server processor. Plus, customers can also design top performing 2S
solutions with EPYC – and they can use the exact same EPYC SKUs to do so.
From a customer perspective, each server should support a baseline level of performance for a
given application (number of users, number of transactions, throughput, etc.). It should not matter
if a server is 1S or 2S, as long as it meets or beats that baseline level of performance with enterprise-
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class features. The challenge has been that, until EPYC, all things had not been equal in the supply
chain. EPYC’s high core count and robust features should enable AMD to convert what could be
a simple increase in 2S servers shipped with only one processor into an expanding market for
purpose-built 1S server designs.
AMD designed EPYC to address enterprise-class server deployments. We look forward to EPYC
performance metrics and TCO analysis as its launch date approaches to further quantify its 1S
advantages over Intel’s Xeon processors.
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Edited on February 8, 2018 to correct AMD EPYC branding.
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